




At Pocho Living, we take great pride in our excellence 
in quality and unique design, as based on fine hand-

crafted details. Our emphasis is on a blend of tradition 
and technology. Each product is made in-house by expert 
craftsmen and according to craft processes designed to 
emphasize care for details and finishes. Craftsmanship 

enhances a product based on a state of the art 
mechanization. 

 
Contemporaneity, comfort, reliability, and durability is 

what allows Pocho to be at the forefront of the Interior 
Design market and stand out as a manufacture for 

sophisticated, conscious customer. Being in the furniture 
industry for 70 years has made all of this possible. 

 
In collaboration with architects, designers, artisans, 

carpenters, we aim to bring stylish characteristics and 
aesthetic principles in the furniture industry. 

 
Pocho’s commitment to customers translates into 

furniture equal to their lifestyle, also as per their need 
and specifications, hence the concept of “Tailor Made 

Furniture”.
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CH 01
A blend of traditional and contemporary, a chair that’ll breathe 

luxury in your house.

seating



CH 01 is a combination of wood and brass details 
that bring out the sleekness and finesse of the 

chair. Argo can fit individual needs and adapt to 
different spaces with its available customizations.

Accommodating different needs, its 
variations can adapt to all spaces.

#396A78
Colonial Blue

#F6E63E
Blazing Yellow

#f07f38
Sun Orange

#addbad
Green Ash



CH 02
An elengant chair that is made to last with curved, jewel-like 

shapes, natural materials and exceptional craftsmanship.

seating



The reassuring feel of natural materials 
and the loving touch of expert hands 
are evident in this chair. A closer look 

reveals many crafted details.

Brass & Wood
CH 02



CH 03
The CH03 is a classic amalgamantion of flow and elegance, 

exclusively handcrafted here at Pocho Living.

seating



Promising uncompromised 
comfort, this is a staple piece for 

all modern homes.

Brass & Wood
CH 03



CH 04
An artful fusion of wood and wicker that embodies our playful 

approach towards design and materials.

seating



The beauty of the chair 
lies in its simplicity and 
quintesesntial design.

Wood & Wicker
CH 04W

Wood & Wicker
CH 04N



HC 01

A sharp, sleek and an elegant blend of different materials.

bar chair



The reassuring feel 
of natural materials 
and the loving touch 
of expert hands are 
evident in this chair. 
A closer look reveals 
many crafted details.

Brass & Wood
HC 01



HC 02
An artful fusion of wood and wicker that epitomise our 

characteristically playful approach to design and materials. 

bar chair



The beauty of 
the chair lies in 
its simplicity and 
quintesesntial design.

Wood & Wicker
HC 02



HC 03
Tapered structures, sharpness, and 

simplicity remind us of Japanese 
architecture. Adapting to similar 

attributes, BC 03 finds it’s inspiration 
in Japanese architecture. 

bar chair



Wood & Wicker
HC 03

An elengant bar chair 
that is made to last 
with sharp curves, 
natural materials 
and exceptional 
craftsmanship.



AC 01
The fascination for ‘dynamic’ forms can be observed in all the 

products at Pocho Living but is most evident in the AC01, one of 
our finest Arm Chairs.

seating



The AC01 is our humble attempt 
to combine contemporary 
design with tradition.

Wood & Wicker
AC 01



AC 02
A result of a simple yet dynamic engaging composition.

seating



Solidwood
AC 02

The armrests are carefully rounded and an 
interesting dynamic has been created between 

the legs and the backrest of the chair.



AC 04
Pure craftsmanship and carefull consideration for every detail 

are clear to see in this beautiful designed chair.

seating



Wood & Wicker
AC 04 

Promising uncompromised comfort, 
this is a staple piece for all modern 

homes.



DT 01
For everyone passionate about design and quality, 

this carefully constructed piece will make a clear 
statement in any modern space.

dining table



A solidwood tabletop paired 
with brass inlay bring out the 

richness of the table. 

Brass & Wood
DT 01



DT 02
With its elegant and organic form, this sculptural piece is the result of 

exquisite craftsmanship.

dining table



DT 02 breaks mediocrity with 
its asymmetry, unusual and 
yet balanced form.

Brass & Wood
DT 02



DT 03
Natural materials crafted with elegant edges and a sharp eye for each 
intricate detail.

bed



Solidwood
DT 03

Stability is ensured through the use 
of two diagonal wooden frames 

connecting the tabletop and frame 
with an aesthetically pleasing effect.



DT 04
With its elegant and organic form, this sculptural piece is the result of 

exquisite craftsmanship.

dining table



Solidwood
DT 04

The curvaceous glass top allows great 
flexibility for all types of dining.



DT 05
A simple and elegant modern table.

bed



Solidwood
DT 05

The curvaceous glass top allows great 
flexibility for all types of dining.



CT 01
Raw and crude, CT 01 is individualistic by being one of its kind. It takes its 
inspiration from nature and has asymmetry in its form.

end table



The beauty of the table lie 
in its legs. They are tapered 
with brass ends and are 
uniquely placed to present its 
unfiltered beauty.

Brass & Wood
CT 01



CT 02

CT 02 is eloquent in nature and stands tall with poise 
and grace.

end table



CT 02 has a circular top and 
finds its depth in its curviness. 
It breaks mediocrity with its 
asymmetry and unusual form.

Brass & Wood
CT 02



CT 03
Sleek and elegant, CT 03 is an end piece adorned like a jewel 

and inspired from a flower.

end table



CT 03 finds its beauty in its organic shape. The top is sculpted with details, 
having three different directions of wood grains with fine brass legs that 

add character to the table.

Brass & Wood
CT 03



CT 04

A sharp, sleek and an elegant blend of different materials.

end table



CT 04 has a finely honed top 
and tapering legs joined by 
brass. The minimal design, 
sharpened finishes, and the 
highlighted joineries bring 
about the beauty of this 
chair.

Brass & Wood
CT 04



CT 05
An end table that stands lush and grand and finds its inspiration 

from a treasure chest.

end table



It expresses it’s richness and grandeur through it’s facets, a sophisticated 
marble top and fine brass legs.

Brass, Wood & Marble
CT 05 Signature

Brass & Wood
CT 05 Wood-top 



CT 06
CT 06 has an asymmetrical character that plays with balance 

with comfort and charm.

end table



Minimal and chic, CT 06 can 
beautiful any part of your living 

space impeccably.

Solidwood
CT 06



CT 07
An elegant table that is made to last with curved, organic shapes, 

and exquisite craftsmanship.

end table



Wood & Wicker
CT 07W

Tri-directional wood and leg 
details that bring out the 

elegance and finesse of the 
chair.

Solidwood
CT 07



CT 08
A blend of traditional and contemporary, a table that’ll 
breathe luxury in your house.

end table



Wood & Wicker
CT 08

An artful fusion of wood and 
wicker that embodies our 
playful approach towards 

design and materials.



CT 09
A blend of traditional and contemporary, a table that’ll breathe 

luxury in your house.

end table



Solidwood
CT 09

It’s character lies in its intricate 
carvings that can beautify 

any part of your living space 
impeccably.



CT 10
Characterized by its seamless fusion of organic, geometric forms 
and perfect detailing, the CT 10 features an organic tabletop and 

rounded legs that elegantly taper toward the floor. 

end table



The solid wood tabletop 
is made from the finest 
teakwood that run the 
entire length of the 
table, resulting in a 
beautiful surface with 
smooth, clean lines. 

Solidwood
CT 10



CT 11
A blend of traditional and contemporary, a table that’ll breathe 

luxury in your house.

end table



Brass & Wood
CT 11

A solidwood tabletop paired with brass inlay bring out the richness 
of the table. 



CT 12

CT 02 is eloquent in nature and stands tall with poise and grace.

end table



A light and 
uplifting coffee 
table that is 
firmly planted on 
the ground. 

Solidwood
CT 12



NT 01
A blend of traditional and contemporary, a table that’ll breathe 

luxury in your house.

nesting table



It’s character lies in its intricate 
legs that can beautify any part 

of your living space impeccably.

Brass & Wood
NT O1



NT 02
A blend of traditional and contemporary, a table that’ll breathe 

luxury in your house.

nesting table



Sculpted columns remind us of Indian Temples. 
Adapting to similar attributes, NT 02 finds it’s 
inspiration in Temple architecture. 

Brass & Wood
NT O2



NT 03
A masterpiece which is just as appropriate 

as a bench in an entrance hall or as a 
coffee table or a side table in a dining or 

living room. 

table bench



Solidwood
NT 03

The NT 03 table is versatile and 
can be adapted to small as well 

as large gatherings 



SB 01
Timeless and elegant, SB 01 brings alive the ancient beauty in 

contemporary furniture.

sideboard



Fluted surface, a sleek brass top and finely trimmed legs 
complete the look of any space through all ages.

Brass & Wood
SB 01

#486b67
Blue Spruce



SB 02
Tall columns, intricate details, and harmony remind us of Greek 

architecture. Adapting to similar attributes, SB 02 finds it’s 
inspiration in Greek architecture. 

sideboard



Fluted surface, a brass inlay on the top and 
an arched bottom brings out the richness 

of the console. 

Playing with the dimensions, SB 02 fulfills various 
needs and functions. 

Brass & Wood
SB 02H

Brass & Wood
SB 02L

Brass & Wood
SB 02M



SB 03
A simple, elegant and a modern sideboard with a 

traditional touch.

sideboard



It’s character lies in its simplicity and blend 
of materials.

Wood & Wicker
SB 03



SB 04
Grids, visual lightness, and simplicity remind us of Japanese 
architecture. Adapting to similar attributes, SB 04 finds it’s 

inspiration in Japanese architecture. 

sideboard



With brass legs and wooden collar, this  
sideboard completes the look of any space 

through all ages.

Brass & Wood
SB 04



SB 05
One of the fortuitous results of experimentation with wood 
and brass.

sideboard



Designed to inspire 
with strong, striking 

lines and exceptional 
details.

Brass, Wood & Wicker
SB 05W

Brass & Wood 
SB 05



SB 10
The SB10 is our modern take on avante-garde design.

sideboard



We at Pocho Living strongly believe in 
taking the simplest of forms and morphing 

them into exquisite pieces of furniture.

Brass & Wood
SB 10



VS 01
A minimal and an all-inclusive stand-alone unit that encompasses multiple 
functions.

valet stand



Solidwood
VS 01

Circular units to hang clothes, 
a tray and drawer for storage, 
VS 01 provides easy access 
and luxury for your everyday 
things.



BD 01
A simple, elegant and a modern bed with a classy touch.

bed



It’s character lies in its simplicity, fluted 
backrest with brass top, and legs with 

brass ends.

Brass & Wood
BD 01



BD 02
Chic and classy, BD 02 artfully expresses luxury in minimalism.

bed



Its character lie in its simplicity, 
fluted backrest with brass top, 

and legs with brass ends.

Brass & Wood
BD 02



BD 03
Soft, minimal and curvy, BD 03 is accommodating and serene.

bed



It is smooth with its fillet edges, legs that have 
brass ends, upholstery for its backrest and 

rectangular side tables that also support the 
function of being storage units.

Brass & Wood
BD 03



BD 04
A skillful display of traditional blended with modern.

bed



A unique combination of wicker and 
wood. It is intricate and has ornate 

details especially the blend of material 
for its backrest.

Wood & Wicker
BD 04 



BD 05
A simple and elegant modern bed.

bed



Solidwood
BD 05

Promising uncompromised comfort, 
this is a staple piece for all modern 

homes.



BD 05
A simple and elegant modern bed.

bed



Solidwood
BD 06

Promising uncompromised comfort, 
this is a staple piece for all modern 

homes.



PRODUCT SUMMARY



CH 01
signature

BRASS & WOOD
545 x 490 x 705 mm

CH 01
green ash

SOLIDWOOD
545 x 490 x 705 mm

CH 01
sun orange

SOLIDWOOD
545 x 490 x 705 mm

CH 02 
chair

SOLIDWOOD
530 x 510 x 755 mm

CH 03
seating

SOLIDWOOD
540 x 430 x 595 mm

CT 04N 
seating

WICKER & WOOD
555 x 555 x 665 mm

CH 01
blazing yellow

SOLIDWOOD
545 x 490 x 705 mm

CH 01
colonial blue

SOLIDWOOD
545 x 490 x 705 mm



CH 04W
seating

WICKER & WOOD
555 x 555 x 665 mm

HC 01
bar chair

BRASS & WOOD
500 x 505 x 870 mm

HC 02
bar chair

WICKER & WOOD
585 x 490 x 920 mm

HC 03
bar chair

WICKER & WOOD
505 x 540 x 915 mm



AC 04
seating

WICKER & WOOD
720 x 775 x 585 mm

AC 01
seating

WICKER & WOOD
650 x 790 x 890 mm

AC 02
seating

SOLIDWOOD
705 x 950 x 810 mm



DT 01
dining table

BRASS & WOOD
2000 x 1000 x 750 mm

DT 05
dining table

GLASS & WOOD
2400 x 1100 x 765 mm

DT 02
dining table

BRASS & WOOD
2135 x 935 x 715 mm

DT 03
dining table

BRASS & WOOD
2410 x 965 x 765 mm

DT 04
dining table

GLASS & WOOD
2400 x 1050 x 765 mm



CT 06
end table

SOLIDWOOD
455 x 345 x 535 mm

CT 07 
end table

SOLIDWOOD
625 x 600 x 415 mm

CT 05
signature

BRASS & WOOD
1250 x 775 x 525 mm

CT 05
wood-top

BRASS & WOOD
1250 x 775 x 525 mm

CT 03
end table

BRASS & WOOD
600 x 600 x 355 mm

CT 04
end table

BRASS & WOOD
740 x 440 x 360 mm

CT 01
end table

BRASS & WOOD
1250 x 965 x 460 mm

CT 02
end table

BRASS & WOOD
1130 x 635 x 460 mm



CT 08 
end table

WICKER & WOOD
645 x 645 x 415 mm

CT 09
end table

SOLIDWOOD
800 x 800 x 350 mm

CT 07W 
end table

WICKER & WOOD
625 x 600 x 415 mm

CT 11
end table

BRASS & WOOD
900 x 900 x 350 mm

CT 12
end table

SOLIDWOOD
535 x 350 x 600 mm

CT 10
end table

SOLIDWOOD
1460 x 1020 x 385 mm



NT 02
nesting table

BRASS & WOOD
610 x 610 x 510 mm

NT 03
table bench

SOLIDWOOD
675 x 800 x 510 mm

NT 01
nesting table

BRASS & WOOD
630 x 630 x 530 mm



SB 01 
sideboard

BRASS & WOOD
1890 x 405 x 725 mm

SB 01
blue spruce

SOLIDWOOD
1890 x 405 x 725 mm

SB 02
sideboard high

BRASS & WOOD
1840 x 405 x 750 mm

SB 02
signature

BRASS & WOOD
1840 x 405 x 750 mm

SB 02
sideboard low

BRASS & WOOD
1840 x 405 x 540 mm

SB 03
signature

WICKER & WOOD
2000 x 385 x 470 mm

SB 04
sideboard

BRASS & WOOD
2000 x 400 x 490 mm

SB 05
sideboard

BRASS & WOOD
1280 x 435 x 905 mm



SB 05W
sideboard

BRASS, WOOD & WICKER
1280 x 435 x 905 mm

SB 10
sideboard

SOLIDWOOD
1765 x 555 x 760 mm

VS 01
valet stand

SOLIDWOOD
560 x 500 x 1525 mm



BD 01
bed

BRASS & WOOD
1985 x 2125 x 435 mm

BD 05
bed

SOLIDWOOD
2100 x 2320 x 1075 mm

BD 02
bed

BRASS & WOOD
3400 x 2150 x 910 mm

BD 06
bed

SOLIDWOOD
1870 x 2100 x 975 mm

BD 03
bed

BRASS & WOOD
1920 x 2210 x 1075 mm

BD 04
bed

WICKER & WOOD
2810 x 2270 x 1325 mm



CONTACT
pocholiving@gmail.com

Pocho Living, 
Meldi Estate, 314, 2, Lane 4,

SG Highway, opp. Akar Marbles, 
Gota, Ahmedabad, Gujarat 382481

+91 9924467299





www.pocholiving.com


